Limited functional health literacy among adults is a major public health problem. Functional health literacy is defined as an individual's capacity to obtain, process, and understand basic health information and services sufficiently to make appropriate health decisions and will be used interchangeably with the term "health literacy" in this review ([@CIT0031]). Limited health literacy is of particular concern among older adults, who often have increased needs for health information and services to maintain their health and well-being. National literacy surveys indicate that more than 70% of adults aged older than 65 years in North America lack the basic health literacy skills required for successful interactions with health systems ([@CIT0010]; [@CIT0040]). Outcomes of limited health literacy among older adults include incorrect taking of prescription medication, poor chronic disease management, low use of preventive health services, and increased risk of overall mortality ([@CIT0009]; [@CIT0076]).

The nature of the association between aging and health literacy is unclear. Functional health literacy skills reflect, at least in part, the cognitive abilities used to manage health ([@CIT0021]; [@CIT0063]; [@CIT0086]). "Fluid" cognitive abilities such as verbal fluency, working memory, and reasoning are essential to health literacy skills and undergo mild decline during aging in the absence of dementia as early as mid-adulthood, whereas "crystallized" abilities such as generalized knowledge and vocabulary are more stable with age ([@CIT0056]; [@CIT0072]). Therefore, performance on health literacy tests that require the use of fluid cognitive abilities in the context of medical and health-related information may decline with age (e.g., the Test of Functional Health Literacy in Adults \[TOFHLA\] or the Newest Vital Sign \[NVS\]; [@CIT0061]; [@CIT0083]), whereas tests that assess health literacy as medical vocabulary may show little decline in performance with age (e.g., the Rapid Estimate of Adult Literacy in Medicine \[REALM\]; [@CIT0019]).

If health literacy skills represent the functional use of cognitive abilities in health contexts, then certain health literacy skill sets, but not necessarily others, would be expected to decline with age. Furthermore, any association between age and health literacy would be expected to be at least partly explained by cognitive aging. We hypothesized that the functional health literacy skills assessed by TOFHLA and similar tests (representing fluid cognitive abilities) would be more likely to show an inverse association with age than health literacy skills assessed by the REALM and similar tests (representing crystallized cognitive abilities). We aimed to review the evidence on the association between age and health literacy, overall and by health literacy test, and to investigate the mediating role of cognitive function.

Method {#s1}
======

Identification of Studies {#s2}
-------------------------

This systematic review and meta-analysis was conducted according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses (PRISMA) statement recommendations ([@CIT0050]). The search strategy was developed by two reviewers following instruction from University College London librarians. The Embase, MEDLINE, and PsycINFO databases were used to search for relevant articles conducted in any country or language and published in English through September 30, 2013 (see the [Supplementary Table 1](http://psychsocgerontology.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/geronb/gbu161/-/DC1) for the complete electronic search strategy). Studies were included in the narrative synthesis if health literacy was measured using an objective instrument (the TOFHLA, REALM, or NVS; see [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) and if a measure of association between age and health literacy was presented with an associated statistical significance level. Studies were excluded if the study population did not include adults aged ≥50 years or if the study population entirely comprised individuals with diagnosed cognitive or mental health impairments, as these studies would be restricted in participant variance of cognitive ability. Studies were included in the meta-analysis if odds ratio (OR) and 95% confidence interval (CI) for limited health literacy by age (≥65 vs \<65 years; if this comparison was not available, then similar age cutoffs were acceptable) were computable from the presented results.

###### 

Characteristics of the Health Literacy (HL) Tests: The "Test of Functional Health Literacy in Adults" (TOFHLA), the "Newest Vital Sign" (NVS), and the "Rapid Estimate of Adult Literacy in Medicine" (REALM)

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Test     Year   Measure                                                                                                                                                                       Skills assessed                     Scoring                                                               Short form   Adaptations
  -------- ------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------ --------------------------
  TOFHLA   1995   Common medical materials (e.g., prescription labels) followed by comprehension questions using the Cloze procedure---a technique that omits every 5--7 words in a sentence\   Reading comprehension (50 items)\   0--59: inadequate HL\                                                 S-TOFHLA     UK-TOFHLA translations:\
                  22min to administer                                                                                                                                                           Numeracy (17 items)                 60--74: marginal HL\                                                               Korean\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    75--100: adequate HL\                                                              Serbian\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    \<75: limited HL                                                                   French\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Italian\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       German\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Portuguese

  NVS      2005   A 6-item test based on the ability to read and apply information from an ice cream nutrition label\                                                                           Reading comprehension\              \<2: greater than a 50% chance of having marginal or inadequate HL\                Translation:\
                  3min to administer                                                                                                                                                            Numeracy                            2--4: possibility of limited HL\                                                   Turkish
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    \>4: adequate HL                                                                   

  REALM    1991   66 medical words ranging from "fat," "flu", and "pill" to "obesity," "osteoporosis," and "impetigo," which the participant is instructed to read out loud\                    Word recognition\                   Reading level according to score:\                                    REALM-SF\    Translation:\
                  2--3min to administer                                                                                                                                                         Pronunciation                       0--18: ≤3rd grade\                                                    REALM-R      Turkish
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    19--44: 4--6th grade\                                                              
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    45--60: 7--8th grade\                                                              
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    61--66: ≥9th grade\                                                                
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    \<61: limited HL                                                                   
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Article Screening and Data Abstraction {#s3}
--------------------------------------

Returned article titles and abstracts were screened and those that did not meet the exclusion criteria were downloaded in full text. The methods and results sections of the downloaded articles were then screened for final inclusion. When multiple articles on the same study population were eligible, either the article that was published first or the one that presented a multivariable-adjusted measure of association was selected. Reference lists of included articles were hand-searched for additional references. One reviewer (L. C. Kobayashi) performed the initial search, screening, and data extraction. The second (C. von Wagner) checked all included articles and extracted data. The two authors were in 100% agreement over the articles included and data extracted. The data items extracted were: (a) study design, country, and language of conduct, source of the study population, inclusion and exclusion criteria, sample size, and participation rates; (b) age statistics of the study population, including mean, median, and range; (c) the health literacy instrument used and health literacy score/level of the study population by age in categories defined by the study authors, if given; and (d) the measure of association between health literacy and age with corresponding *p* values, the statistical test(s) used, and confounding variables adjusted for, including cognitive function (if applicable).

We followed the recommendations in the Cochrane handbook to develop risk criteria based on existing guidelines ([@CIT0078]; [@CIT0080]; Wells et al., n.d.): (a) study designs -- with prospective studies ranked as having lower risk of bias; (b) participation rate -- those with higher participation rates ranked as having lower risk of bias; and (c) adjustment for confounding. All eligible analyses were cross-sectional and only half reported participation rates; we therefore categorized risk of bias according to the third criterion only.

Statistical Analysis {#s4}
--------------------

As a scoping summary to aid the narrative review, the percentage of studies detecting a statistically significant association between age and health literacy was calculated for all studies combined by health literacy test, by participation rate, and by whether they reported an adjusted measure of association. For the meta-analysis, the outcome was a pooled OR and 95% CI for the association between age and limited health literacy. The age cutoff of 65 years was chosen as it is useful in terms of policy purposes (e.g., it is the age of retirement in several Western countries) and it was a common cutoff used in studies in an early literature scan. "Limited" health literacy was the outcome ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). It represents a clinically significant cut point where individuals begin to have difficulty with everyday health tasks and where the risks of several adverse health outcomes begin to increase ([@CIT0018]; [@CIT0042]; [@CIT0062]; [@CIT0069]; [@CIT0075]).

Standardized effect size measures (e.g., Cohen's *d* or Hedge's *g*) were not used for this analysis. Meta-analytic techniques pooling these measures would assume that between-study variations in the standard deviations for mean health literacy scores are due to scale differences, rather than to any true variability in health literacy test performance between study populations ([@CIT0028]; [@CIT0078]). This assumption cannot be made in the context of our meta-analysis, given that the varying sociodemographic compositions of individual study populations including varying age ranges, countries, and languages would likely give rise to variability in health literacy performance between study populations.

When effect estimates were not reported as ORs for limited health literacy, but data were sufficient to compute these values (i.e., in cross-tabular format), they were transformed into ORs using Comprehensive Meta-Analysis (CMA) software (Version 2.2.064). As raw ORs cannot be meaningfully aggregated, all ORs were transformed to the natural log (lnOR) for analyses, then transformed back to OR and 95% CI for interpretation. In cases where ORs for limited health literacy could not be computed, study authors were contacted to retrieve the data in an appropriate format for data synthesis. Studies reporting mean age by categories of health literacy score (*n* = 20) were excluded from the meta-analysis as these studies treat age as the dependent variable and thus cannot produce an OR predicting health literacy. These studies were summarized narratively.

The meta-analysis was performed using fixed- and random-effects models. The random-effects model is likely to be more valid, as the true association between age and health literacy cannot be assumed equal between studies for the same reason that variability in health literacy performance across study populations must be assumed. Heterogeneity in the fixed-effects models was assessed using the *Q* value and Higgins and Thompson's *I* ^2^ statistics. The *Q* value tests whether the observed variance in effects is not greater than that would be generated by sampling error; a *Q* value with a corresponding *p* \< .05 indicates the presence of heterogeneity and that a random-effects model is appropriate. The *I* ^2^ statistic is an estimate of the proportion of total variation in study estimates due to heterogeneity ([@CIT0078]). Fixed-effects models with corresponding heterogeneity tests were ran first, followed by random-effects models. The meta-analysis was performed for all studies together and stratified by health literacy test, to test our hypothesis that study results would differ by test.

A sensitivity analysis removing one study at a time from the pooled analysis examined for influential individual studies on the overall pooled result. This technique allows for identification of particular aspects of an individual study that may skew the overall combined result. A second sensitivity analysis was performed, removing from the meta-analysis all studies using age cutoffs other than age 65. A random-effects meta-regression was performed to assess the extent to which heterogeneity in the pooled result can be related to each of the following individual study characteristics: health literacy test, health status of study population, country of study, language of study, and participation rate. Publication bias was assessed using the classic fail-safe *N* method, which is the theoretical number of unpublished studies with a null result that would be required to render the calculated pooled result null. A funnel plot of standard error by lnOR was also generated, and Duval and Tweedie's "trim and fill" method used to estimate the number of studies missing due to publication bias. This method provides an imputed estimate of the pooled effect size after publication bias is taken into account ([@CIT0028]).

Statistical analyses were conducted using CMA (Biostat, Englewood, NJ) and StataSE 13.1 (StataCorp, College Station, TX).

Results {#s5}
=======

Search Results {#s6}
--------------

A total of 70 analyses in 60 studies with data on 33,379 participants were included in the narrative review. A total of 29 analyses with data on 18,492 participants were included in the meta-analysis ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Table 2](http://psychsocgerontology.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/geronb/gbu161/-/DC1)).

![PRISMA flow diagram.](geronb_gbu161_f0001){#F1}

Overview of Included Studies {#s7}
----------------------------

### Countries of origin. {#s8}

Studies were conducted in nine different countries and languages ([Supplementary Table 2](http://psychsocgerontology.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/geronb/gbu161/-/DC1)). The predominant country of study was the United States and the predominant language English. All manuscripts were written in English.

### Study designs and populations. {#s9}

Although study designs varied, age and health literacy were analyzed cross-sectionally in all studies. Study populations were healthy, community-dwelling adults (11/60; 18%) ([@CIT0001]; [@CIT0015]; [@CIT0021]; [@CIT0023]; [@CIT0032]; [@CIT0038]; [@CIT0047]; [@CIT0065]; [@CIT0074]; [@CIT0075]; [@CIT0081]), community-dwelling outpatients recruited in health care settings (18/60; 30%) ([@CIT0002]; [@CIT0004]; [@CIT0005]; [@CIT0011]; [@CIT0013]; [@CIT0018]; [@CIT0022]; [@CIT0029]; [@CIT0034], [@CIT0035]; [@CIT0033]; [@CIT0044]; [@CIT0049]; [@CIT0053]; [@CIT0059]; [@CIT0062]; [@CIT0070]; [@CIT0071]), chronic disease patients (23/60; 38%) ([@CIT0003]; [@CIT0012]; [@CIT0014]; [@CIT0016]; [@CIT0026]; [@CIT0027]; [@CIT0030]; [@CIT0036]; [@CIT0037]; [@CIT0039]; [@CIT0041]; [@CIT0043]; [@CIT0045]; [@CIT0046]; [@CIT0052]; [@CIT0055]; [@CIT0058]; [@CIT0064]; [@CIT0066]; [@CIT0068]; [@CIT0077]; [@CIT0085]; [@CIT0087]), emergency department/acute care inpatients (5/60; 8%); [@CIT0007]; [@CIT0025]; [@CIT0048]; [@CIT0051]; [@CIT0057], and a refugee population (1/60; 2%; [Supplementary Table 2](http://psychsocgerontology.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/geronb/gbu161/-/DC1)). Two studies had samples comprising hospital inpatients and outpatients ([@CIT0020]; [@CIT0082]).

All studies used "convenience" samples except for two that aimed to recruit samples representative of the general population ([@CIT0001]; [@CIT0081]). Studies sampling from emergency room patients and acute care hospital inpatients excluded those who were too ill or distressed to participate. Half reported participation rates (median reported rate = 87%; range: 26%--98%). Sample sizes ranged from 44 to 3,260; eight studies had \<100 participants.

### Health literacy measurements. {#s10}

Thirty-six studies (60%) assessed health literacy using the TOFHLA or S-TOFHLA in the original or a translated or culturally adapted version ([Supplementary Table 2](http://psychsocgerontology.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/geronb/gbu161/-/DC1)). Two of these ([@CIT0002]; [@CIT0015]) stratified their study populations by ethnicity and language ([@CIT0002]) or by language ([@CIT0015]) to give three analyses each, for a total of 40 analyses using the TOFHLA or S-TOFHLA. Twenty-six studies (43%) assessed health literacy using the REALM or one of its short forms ([Supplementary Table 2](http://psychsocgerontology.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/geronb/gbu161/-/DC1)). Four studies used the NVS ([@CIT0001]; [@CIT0039]; [@CIT0059]; [@CIT0070]). Three used both the TOFHLA and the REALM ([@CIT0029]; [@CIT0048]; [@CIT0082]), one used the REALM and the NVS ([@CIT0059]), and one used all three instruments ([@CIT0039]). Therefore, a total of 70 analyses were performed in the 60 studies included in the narrative review. The three separate analyses in [@CIT0015] study were collapsed by the authors for the meta-analysis, to give a total of 29 analyses in 31 studies in the meta-analysis.

Overview of Study Results {#s11}
-------------------------

### Narrative review. {#s12}

Overall, 41/70 analyses (59%) observed a statistically significant inverse association between age and health literacy. This association was more frequently observed in analyses using the S-TOFHLA/TOFHLA (32/40; 80%) and NVS (3/4; 75%) than in those using the REALM (6/26; 23%); a statistically significant difference (χ^2^(2) = 21.51, *p* \< .001). Twenty-two out of 28 (79%) analyses presenting a multivariable-adjusted measure of association between age and health literacy compared with 19/42 (45%) analyses presenting an unadjusted association observed a statistically significant inverse relationship (χ^2^(1) = 7.69, *p* = .006). This finding may be in part a methodological artifact, as several studies that observed a nonsignificant result in unadjusted analysis did not include age in multivariable modeling. The likelihood of observing a statistically significant result did not differ by participation rate (Kruskal--Wallis χ^2^(1) = 0.067, *p* = .80) or by whether a participation rate was reported (χ^2^(1) = 0.11, *p* = .74). Among studies that compared mean age across health literacy score categories, 6/8 (75%) that used the TOFHLA or S-TOFHLA observed that adults in lower health literacy categories had a higher mean age, compared with 3/12 (25%) studies that used the REALM (χ^2^(1) = 4.85, *p* = .028).

### Meta-analysis. {#s13}

The meta-analysis of 29 individual analyses gave an overall fixed-effects OR of 2.33 (95% CI: 2.12--2.56) for the association between older age and limited health literacy. The *Q* value was 274.68 (*df* = 28; *p* \< .0001) and *I* ^2^ statistic was 89.81, indicating that significant heterogeneity within the fixed-effects results and that results from the random-effects model (OR = 2.56; 95% CI: 1.85--3.53) are appropriate for interpretation. Within studies using the S-TOFHLA/TOFHLA, the fixed-effects OR was 4.44 (95% CI: 3.89--5.06). The *Q* value was 77.70 (*df* = 18; *p* \< .0001) and *I* ^2^ statistic was 76.83, indicating significant heterogeneity and that results from the random-effects model (OR = 4.20; 95% CI: 3.13--5.64) are again appropriate for interpretation. Within studies using the REALM, the fixed-effects OR was 1.20 (95% CI: 1.05--1.37), with a *Q* value of 9.40 (*df* = 9; *p* = .40) and *I* ^2^ statistic of 4.26, indicating that heterogeneity may not be important. The random-effects OR was 1.19 (95% CI: 1.03--1.37). In this instance, the fixed- and random-effects ORs were negligibly different; we select the random-effects OR for interpretation to be conservative and consistent with reporting. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows a forest plot and individual study statistics for the random-effects meta-analyses.

![Forest plot of random-effects pooled odds ratios for the association between older age and limited health literacy, stratified by health literacy test.](geronb_gbu161_f0002){#F2}

A sensitivity analysis removing one study at a time showed that no individual study exerted significant influence over the pooled result. The second sensitivity analysis removing all studies using age cutoffs other than age 65 showed similar results to the main analysis. In this analysis, the random-effects OR for limited health literacy was 4.23 (95% CI: 2.86--6.27) within studies using the S-TOFHLA/TOFHLA and was 1.31 (95% CI: 1.10--1.57) within studies using the REALM.

### Meta-regression. {#s14}

A random-effects meta-regression model showed that health literacy test was influential on the pooled estimate ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Studies using the S-TOFHLA/TOFHLA had, on average, an OR of 4.44 (95% CI: 1.75--5.53) higher than that of studies using the REALM to assess health literacy. The health status of study populations, whether socioeconomic status and/or cognitive impairment was adjusted for, country of study, language of study, and participation rate were not modifiers of the relationship between age and health literacy ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). The τ^2^ statistic, which indicates the amount of residual between-study variance after accounting for these variables, was 0.22.Table 2.Random-Effects Meta-Regression for Influence of Study Characteristics on Pooled ResultStudy characteristicCoefficientStandard error95% CI*p* ValueHealth literacy test REALM------------ TOFHLA/S-TOFHLA4.441.341.75, 5.53\<.0001Health status of study population Healthy, community dwelling------------ Chronic disease patients0.571.400.29, 1.13.11 Community-dwelling outpatients0.921.320.53, 1.60.77 Acute care patients0.461.540.20, 1.06.07Adjusted for socioeconomic or cognitive factors No------------ Yes1.130.790.64, 1.99.68Country of study United States------------ Other0.921.340.52, 1.65.84Language of study English------------ Other0.941.340.53, 1.67.84Participation rate reported No------------ Yes1.211.260.76, 1.92.42[^2]

### Publication bias. {#s15}

The classic fail-safe *N* was 2,080, indicating that this number of theoretically unpublished studies with null results would have to exist in order to attenuate the overall pooled effect estimate to the null. The funnel plot showed reasonable symmetry, although studies with larger lnOR values tended to have larger standard errors. Duval and Tweedle's "fill and trim" method imputed four additional studies to produce symmetry in the graph ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The imputed overall pooled random-effects OR that takes publication bias into account was 3.01 (95% CI: 2.19--4.13). This imputed OR is more extreme but not significantly different to the original overall random-effects OR of 2.56 (95% CI: 1.85--3.53).

![Funnel plot of standard error by log odds ratio to assess publication bias, with studies imputed using the "trim and fill" method shown in black.](geronb_gbu161_f0003){#F3}

### The mediating role of cognition. {#s16}

Only five studies adjusted for cognitive function when assessing the relationship between age and health literacy ([@CIT0003]; [@CIT0013]; [@CIT0023]; [@CIT0043]; [@CIT0052]). Two of these studies adjusted for the fluid cognitive abilities of speech comprehension, processing speed, working memory, and listening span, along with visual and auditory function ([@CIT0043]; [@CIT0052]). Data from these studies were not available for inclusion in the meta-analysis but provide important insights into the influence of cognitive function on health literacy skills during aging. [@CIT0043] observed that age was no longer significantly associated with health literacy after accounting for cognitive and sensory variables in their linear regression model predicting S-TOFHLA score. By contrast, [@CIT0052] observed that age differences in health literacy were explained by educational differences within their sample and not by cognitive or sensory ability in their regression model predicting S-TOFHLA score. However, each cognitive ability assessed was a strong predictor of S-TOFHLA score, regardless of age (βs ranged from 0.39 to 2.08, all with *p* \< .001). The three other studies adjusted for age-related cognitive impairment as measured by the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) and Mini-Cog but did not observe complete attenuation of the association between age and TOFHLA-assessed health literacy ([@CIT0003]; [@CIT0013]; [@CIT0023]). One study observed some attenuation of the age--health literacy association from OR = 5.9 (95% CI: 2.8--12.5) to OR = 3.7 (95% CI: 1.7--8.1) after adjustment for cognitive impairment, educational attainment, and employment status ([@CIT0013]). The degree of attenuation of the age--health literacy relationship by cognitive impairment in the other two studies is unascertainable, as neither presented the crude measures of association prior to adjustment for cognitive impairment.

Discussion {#s17}
==========

Our findings are consistent with a 2005 review on the prevalence of limited health literacy in the United States, which observed older adults to be more likely to have limited health literacy ([@CIT0060]). In our review, older age was strongly associated with having limited health literacy in studies that assessed health literacy as reading comprehension, reasoning, and numeracy skills, using the TOFHLA or S-TOFHLA. Older age was weakly associated with limited health literacy in studies that assessed health literacy as medical vocabulary, using the REALM. These findings suggest that aging-related health literacy decline primarily occurs with skills requiring fluid, rather than crystallized cognitive abilities. However, evidence on the cognitive processes that may explain health literacy decline was limited, with one study but not another indicating that fluid cognitive abilities explain age differences in S-TOFHLA scores.

The Role of Cognition {#s18}
---------------------

The role of cognition in the apparent aging-related health literacy decline is not yet well understood. Although MMSE score and S-TOFHLA-assessed health literacy have been strongly positively associated among older adults, independent of age ([@CIT0006]; [@CIT0017]; [@CIT0021]), age-related cognitive impairment according to the MMSE did not explain why health literacy tended to decrease with increasing age in the few studies reviewed here. It may be that milder degrees of cognitive impairment than those detectable by the MMSE affect functional health literacy skills.

The two studies that assessed the mediating roles of fluid cognitive and sensory abilities in the relationship between age and health literacy showed conflicting results ([@CIT0043]; [@CIT0052]). However, based on the bodies of evidence showing strong relationships between fluid cognitive ability and functional health literacy ([@CIT0054]; [@CIT0063]; [@CIT0086]), and longitudinal declines in fluid cognitive ability during aging ([@CIT0056]; [@CIT0067]; [@CIT0072]), it seems probable that cognitive aging plays a role in aging-related functional health literacy decline. It may also be that other factors related to cognition such as cognitive reserve also affect health literacy skills during aging. Practices that can help to improve or maintain cognition during aging such as social engagement and physical activity may help with the maintenance of health literacy skills ([@CIT0073]; [@CIT0079]). Longitudinal research is needed to determine the extent to which cognitive aging may explain health literacy decline, in addition to other likely processes.

Limitations {#s19}
-----------

All analyses were cross-sectional and therefore could not assess the temporality of the association between aging and health literacy. The majority of studies were judged to be of a higher risk of bias, as most studies in the meta-analysis did not adjust for potential confounders. Selection bias may be present in individual studies if the reasons for nonresponse are related to age or health literacy, although the degree to which any cumulative selection bias across studies has influenced the results of this review is difficult to ascertain. Several studies excluded adults with cognitive impairment, which limited our ability to assess the role of cognitive impairment in age-related health literacy differences. Studies that analyzed health literacy score using continuous measures of association could not be included. Standardized mean difference statistics that would be used to pool continuous effect measures assume that variability in health literacy scores is due to scale differences, rather than due to true variation in health literacy across study populations, an assumption that is unlikely to be true. In these instances, study authors were contacted to obtain the data in a format useable for the purpose of this meta-analysis, with reasonable success (response from 8/16 authors). We were limited to studies published in English, although the included studies were conducted in nine different countries and languages. Finally, few studies investigated the role of cognitive abilities in age-related health literacy decline, which prevented us from drawing firm conclusions about this complex relationship. However, this meta-analysis may provide as guidance for future research into this emerging area of inquiry.

Strengths {#s20}
---------

This review adhered to the PRISMA guidelines for systematic review reporting ([@CIT0050]) and closely followed guidelines in the Cochrane Handbook ([@CIT0078]). It is the first quantitative synthesis of data on aging and health literacy that we are aware of. We excluded studies solely comprising individuals with diagnosed mental health and cognitive impairments. However, studies that included some adults with cognitive impairments were eligible, as we aimed to capture variability in cognitive ability in order to assess its mediating role in the age--health literacy relationship. We used the well-defined and clinically relevant outcome of "limited health literacy," which allowed us to examine not only whether older adults had lower health literacy than younger adults, but also how much more likely they were to be below this threshold. Although the majority of studies were judged to be of a higher risk of bias, our meta-regression analysis did not identify adjustment for socioeconomic factors or cognitive impairment, or low/nonreporting of participation rates as influential factors over the pooled point estimate.

Conclusions {#s21}
===========

Limited functional health literacy is common among older adults and may lead to disenfranchisement from access to health care services due to limitations in navigation, comprehension, and decision making. However, the theoretical understanding of health literacy and aging has been hampered by the use of instruments assessing a variable range of constructs as "health literacy," inconsistent measures of cognitive ability across the few studies examining cognitive processes, and a lack of longitudinal research.

Careful methodological decisions must be made in future research. Even though the TOFHLA, NVS, and REALM all assess functional skills, performance on these tests shows differential associations with age, highlighting variability within the research construct of functional health literacy. Scoring levels of these tests require psychometric testing for comparison against one another. A common definition of functional health literacy and a comprehensive instrument for its measurement should be agreed upon by researchers so that evidence in the field may become more comparable. In terms of the basic functional health literacy skills required for management of health and well-being in Western systems, the TOFHLA, S-TOFHLA, and potentially the NVS appear to be sensitive to detecting age-related functional limitations. The REALM is less sensitive in detecting age-related limitations in the broad skills required to manage health. The NVS appears promising but remains less tested in terms of its ability to perform well across age groups. Presently, the most appropriate instrument appears to be the TOFHLA or S-TOFHLA due to their relatively common usage, representativeness of daily health-related tasks, and correlation with a range of fluid cognitive abilities.

Longitudinal research that includes adults at age ranges older than 65 years is required to refine our understanding of the dynamics of health literacy decline during aging and its causal processes, cognitive or otherwise. Although direct evidence was limited, existing research suggests that decline in fluid cognitive ability may play a role in aging-related functional health literacy decline. Future research using the TOFHLA, S-TOFHLA, or similar instruments should determine whether the cross-sectional association between age and health literacy holds up in longitudinal studies; the age(s) at which older adults become at risk of health literacy skill loss; the threshold where cognitive aging may begin to affect functional health literacy skills; and the risk and protective factors that predict health literacy skill changes over time among older adults. In the context of these research questions and others, researchers should carefully select which test is most appropriate for their purposes when assessing the functional health literacy skills of older adults.
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